CONFERENCE
DELEGATE

VALID ONLY FOR THE FOLLOWING CARPARK(S):

Orbsen Building Carpark Only

CONFERENCE & LOCATION:
Networks as Knowledge

VALID FROM: 25th August, 2011
VALID TO: 25th August, 2011

WARNING! Clamping in operation. Please observe the following rules:

- Park only in marked parking spaces in the above car park(s), or purchase P&D ticket for P&D spaces.
- P&D spaces are marked with blue lines, adjacent to the P&D meters, and marked also with “P&D / I&T”
- Delegates must clearly display this permit (or a valid P&D ticket) on the vehicle dashboard
- Do not leave your car overnight, except by prior arrangement

Orbsen Building Carpark

CLAMPING IN OPERATION:

S = Staff and Student Shared Spaces*
M = Student Only Carpark*
All Other Spaces are for Staff Only*
P = Pay and Display (P&D)**

* you must have an appropriate permit for these areas or you will be clamped
** you must buy a P&D ticket and park only in the spaces marked “P&D”; marked with blue lines